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Maps are Old



Geography
Geographic factors have had a major impact on our history.
◦ Location of settlement areas and migration patterns.
◦ Industry, transportation, and communication.
◦ Cultural factors – where you live determines your society and 

culture.
◦ Potential for geographic patterns and trends that other sources 

don’t or can’t reveal.



Spatial History
“It is a means of doing research; it generates questions 
that might otherwise go unasked, it reveals historical 
relations that might otherwise go unnoticed, and it 
undermines, or substantiates, stories upon which we 
build our own versions of the past.” 

- Richard White



Types of Maps & Spatial Projects

Narrative maps – using maps to tell stories by tracking the movement of individuals or groups 
through space and time.

Data maps – using maps for data analysis, visualization of spatial data to understand patterns or 
trends in the sources. 

To display OR discover knowledge

To answer a question OR to help historians ask new questions.









Visualizing Emancipation
“Seeing Emancipation,” By Ed Ayers and Scott Nesbit.

1. What argument are they making about emancipation?

2. What evidence are they using?

3. How are they using maps to help them?



Visualizing Emancipation
http://dsl.richmond.edu/emancipation/ -- An example of an interactive data map with deep data 
layering

1. Examine the “Visualizing Emancipation” map for January 1863.  Use the timeline and 
legend/info box (marked “i”) to determine where slavery was still legal after the Emancipation 
Proclamation.

2. Find and read the Emancipation Proclamation. 

3. Then examine one document from January 1863.  Who wrote the document?  Where was it 
written? If it is a letter, to whom did he or she write? 

4. What does this document describe?

5. Does the document author mention the Emancipation Proclamation? 

6. Do you think the Emancipation Proclamation mattered for the people involved?  If so, in what 
specific way did it affect the people involved in your event?

http://dsl.richmond.edu/emancipation/
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